
Social Change Research
Matrix of  Social Change

Personal & Inner Change

➔ Research:
◆ Fetzer study
◆ Synergos study

➔ Spiritual traditions and quotes
➔ Spiritual practices
➔ Solitude & leadership
➔ Growth mindset
➔ Creative confidence
➔ “If  we do not transform our pain, we

will surely transmit it.” — Rohr
➔ “You hypocrite, first take the log out of

your own eye, and then you will see
clearly to take the speck out of  your
neighbor’s eye.” — Mt. 7:3-5

➔ Forgiveness
➔ Agere contra
➔ Gratitude

Community & Accompaniment Change

➔ Weave and Brooks’ community
building, Putnam-style groups

➔ Kinship — Greg Boyle
➔ Accompaniment
➔ Bryan Stevenson’s being “proximate”

to the problems and people on the
margins

➔ Building trust
◆ Brené Brown - vulnerability

leads to trust
◆ Priya Parker-style gatherings
◆ Johann Hari-style group

therapy
➔ Social entrepreneurship
➔ Sharing facts, values, and stories
➔ Applebaum: come together to discuss

and solve common problems, not the
sticking points

Cultural & Narrative Change

➔ Reading and writing
➔ Friedman, Paine,  Hayek, Darwin
➔ Weber’s switch track analogy from

Putnam
➔ Bloody Sunday videos, Douglass photos
➔ To Kill a Mockingbird, Uncle Tom’s Cabin,

The Jungle, Dickens, The West Wing, Wall
Street, Silent Spring, Will & Grace, Modern
Family, The Jungle, The Aeneid, Star Trek

➔ Stories we hear and tell shape our world
➔ Change minds, which change policies
➔ Change operating system, not apps
➔ Alternative institutions to model the

practice of  the better

Structural & Political Change

➔ Measuring Social Change: 4 strategies
➔ Lean Impact: How to Innovate for Radically

Greater Social Good
◆ Think big, start small
◆ Relentlessly seek impact

➔ Systems Thinking for Social Change
➔ Ayni Movement Ecology:

◆ Inside game, alternative
institutions, structure
organizing, and mass protests

➔ Nudge and economic research
➔ Changes to local, state, and federal law

◆ Start small and local
◆ Avoid the shiny objects of

national politics and “strategy”
and all of  Twitter

◆ “Slow boring of  hard boards”
— Max Weber on politics

➔ Voting and democracy reform
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https://spiritualitystudy.fetzer.org/key-findings/civicaction
https://www.innerworkforsocialchange.org/the-case-for-inner-work
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1u9ubK5tCsfQM0rooSNX9wxKfz_Qgfd5YEf5HJvZ6L5Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SI5e89IR1QckIF9Zp0Sd2lThemCoFY3B_ypGwEAslrA/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.aspeninstitute.org/programs/weave-the-social-fabric-initiative/about-weave-the-social-fabric-project/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17_RT8ihtUlkpQltZWxd7c5WmEaZzeFFe/view?usp=sharing
https://www.holycross.edu/commencement-2015/2015-commencement-address-bryan-stevenson
https://www.ted.com/talks/priya_parker_3_steps_to_turn_everyday_get_togethers_into_transformative_gatherings?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_anxious?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_anxious?language=en
https://www.pushkin.fm/episode/political-polarization-is-solvable/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17_RT8ihtUlkpQltZWxd7c5WmEaZzeFFe/view?usp=sharing
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/arts-and-entertainment/wp/2016/09/08/why-star-trek-was-so-important-to-martin-luther-king-jr/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wpOmetOHzKtx6f6hWSMDyh9uM49XDSkp/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mNc0vG5mgMGClagDHjipgROpnagIKgD3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mNc0vG5mgMGClagDHjipgROpnagIKgD3/view?usp=sharing


Research Notes & Miscellaneous Thoughts:

➔ Ayni Movement Ecology:
◆ Foundational theories of  change that complement each other

● Personal transformation
● Alternative institutions
● Inside game
● Structure organizing
● Mass protests

◆ Need all of  them for a coherent strategy
◆ Pros and cons to all of  them
◆ John’s take:

● Not much on accompaniment, proximity, or narrative (though I suppose
alternative institutions are a cool way to do that)

● Important that they recognize both the inside game and personal
transformation, not just the organizing and protests

➔ Science of  Storytellingby Will Storr:
◆ We can become so replaced by the storyteller’s simulated model-world that we get

“transported”
● Then we are more vulnerable to change in our beliefs, attitudes, and

intentions to resonate with the mores of  the story
● The traveler can return changed by the journey
● That’s the persuasion of  the story-teller

◆ Birth of  the novel might have helped precipitate the rise of  human rights
● We didn’t empathize that much before the 18th century
● God put us in our rightful place, and that was that
● Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Solzhenitsyn
● Hitler and dictators fear books, so they burned them

◆ “Transportation changes people, and then it changes the world.”
◆ Natural to prefer stories and settings that speak to our perspectives

● But experiments show that watching things like the Little Mosque on the
Prairie leads to friendlier perspectives

◆ Stories as tribal propaganda and the cure for tribal propaganda
● Atticus Finch and putting yourself  in someone else’s skin
● “Hardly be a better medicine than that for the groupish hatred that comes so

naturally and seductively to all humans.”
◆ “If  tribal thinking is original sin, then story is prayer. At its best, it reminds us

that beneath our many differences, we remain beasts of  one species.”
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kiNHjiajBup3Ep8xDQ3zdsi-ji-12IBk/view?usp=sharing


◆ Stories give wisdom and lessons
● Accept challenges
● Fix your flaws
● Win and give away is to be a hero

◆ To enter the flawed mind of  another is to be reassured that it’s not only us
● “Magic of  story is to connect mind with mind in a manner that’s unrivaled

even by love.
● Story’s gift is the hope that we might not be so quite alone, in that dark bone

vault, after all.”
◆ 5-act structure has been used for over 2000 years

● VERY similar to SA, SD, and SG
● Sacred flaw is shown, tested, broken, and rebuilt
● This is me, and it’s not working
● Is there another way?
● There is. I have transformed
● But can I handle the pain of  change?
● Who am I going to be?

◆ Hero at the end in the Campbell sense
● Not just a celebrity, for self  or for its own sake
● For others and the world

➔ Steve Reifenberg notes:
◆ Make clear that these are interconnected and fluid
◆ Importance of  being proximate to problems before policy

➔ Starts with you - inner development flow to outer development
◆ Transformed heart that transforms the world
◆ Look at the other research docs on this - but develop it
◆ Satyagraha
◆ Modelling and leadership
◆ The Case for Inner Work

➔ Albert Bandura in Character Lab:
◆ Don’t think that solving problems depends on either the individual or social

structures. “Personal agency and social structure,” Bandura wrote, “operate
interdependently.” It’s not either/or, it’s both/and.

➔ Community building from David Brooks
◆ Neighborhood as the unit of  social change
◆ Can’t just clean one part of  the pool
◆ Join something and add talents and time
◆ Start local - subsidiarity, laboratory of  democracy, easier hurdles, small wins, etc.

● Progressive Era examples from Putnam’s Upswing
➔ Applebaum and Weisburg, “Political Polarization is Solvable”, Solvable, Puskin Industries
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https://www.innerworkforsocialchange.org/the-case-for-inner-work
https://characterlab.org/tips-of-the-week/all-together-now/?utm_source=Character+Lab+-+Email+List&utm_campaign=3e2a204d39-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_08_23_08_02_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_4810b42811-3e2a204d39-256064919
https://www.pushkin.fm/episode/political-polarization-is-solvable/


◆ Come together to talk about common problems and issues, not the sticking points
◆ See each other as human beings by putting on a kids talent show, art exhibitions, how

to deal with specific safety things, etc.
➔ Dialogue and civil conversations

◆ Hyper local level
◆ Priya Parker gatherings
◆ Contact theory
◆ Ireland and other committee gatherings - actually grapple with the issue(s)

● Sometimes works, sometimes doesn’t or is counterproductive
◆ Testimonials

➔ Kinship & Accompaniment from Farmer, Gutierez, and Boyle, Stevenson
◆ Be one with them, don’t serve them
◆ Empower them to change their lives, don’t top-down impose solutions on them

➔ Cultural change through creeds and ideas
◆ Milton Friedman
◆ Thomas Paine
◆ Darwin

➔ Cultural change through art
◆ Harlem Renaissance as intentionally doing this
◆ Change minds, which change policies
◆ Bloody Sunday videos
◆ To Kill a Mockingbird, Uncle Tom’s Cabin, The Jungle, Dickens, The West Wing, Wall Street,

sports, Silent Spring, Modern Family, The Jungle, The Aeneid,
◆ Stories we hear and tell shape our world
◆ Run software to change the underlying hardware
◆ Politics is downstream from culture - Andrew Breitbart

➔ Policy - check out Tufts book and others
➔ Law - research

◆ Charles Hamilton Houston, Brown v. Board of  Education, etc.
➔ Public policy: Nudge, Evicted, Klineberg, Policy Paradox: The Art of  Political Decision

Making, Educational Politics for Social Justice, The Business of  Changing the World, Golden
Gates: Fighting for Housing in America

➔ Creative Confidence and design thinking
➔ Harvard's Erica Chenoweth has done a ton of  comprehensive research proving the

effectiveness of  nonviolent resistance that's worth a look:
◆ TED Talk: The success of  nonviolent civil resistance:Erica Chenoweth at

TEDxBoulder
◆ Article: How the world is proving Martin Luther King right about nonviolence
◆ Connection to BLM: #BLM protests spread to small towns - The Washington Post

➔ Education - students, school, curricula, policy
➔ Pulte and the rest of  Keough
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJSehRlU34w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJSehRlU34w
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/monkey-cage/wp/2016/01/18/how-the-world-is-proving-mlk-right-about-nonviolence/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2020/07/08/black-lives-matter-beyond-americas-big-cities/


◆ Social entrepreneurship and development
➔ *** According to Weber, people are very much motivated by material interests. But using a

striking metaphor, he argued that culture can act like a switch on railroad tracks: “Not
ideas, but material and ideal interests directly govern men’s conduct. Yet very frequently the
‘world-images’ that have been created by ‘ideas’ have, like switchmen, determined the tracks
along which action has been pushed by the dynamic of  interest.”
◆ Robert D. Putnam, The Upswing: How America Came Together a Century Ago and

How We Can Do It Again, loc. 4807. Kindle Edition
➔ Book of  Joy:

◆ What does our happiness have to do with addressing the suffering of  the world? In
short, the more we heal our own pain, the more we can turn to the pain of  others.
But in a surprising way, what the Archbishop and the Dalai Lama were saying is that
the way we heal our own pain is actually by turning to the pain of  others. It is a
virtuous cycle. The more we turn toward others, the more joy we experience, and the
more joy we experience, the more we can bring joy to others. The goal is not just to
create joy for ourselves but, as the Archbishop poetically phrased it, “to be a
reservoir of  joy, an oasis of  peace, a pool of  serenity that can ripple out to all those
around you.” As we will see, joy is in fact quite contagious. As is love, compassion,
and generosity.

➔ “What is more important to bring about change as a society, changed individuals or a
changed social structure? The answer to that is very simple because if  you don't start out
with individuals who are determined to change something, you will never get a political
consensus.” - Bayard Rustin, found in “Remembering Bayard Rustin: The Man Behind the
March on Washington”, Throughline from NPR

➔ Books to research:
◆ Lean Impact
◆ Measuring Social Change - notes here
◆ Love in Action: Writings on Nonviolent Social Change
◆ Change of  Heart: What Psychology Can Teach Us about Spreading Social Change
◆ We Make the Road by Walking: Conversations on Education and Social Change
◆ Upswing by Putnam

➔ Ayni movement ecology
◆ Personal transformation - individual, what you can control, transform your own pain

so that you first do no harm
◆ Changing dominant institutions - nonviolent direct action and political change
◆ Alternative institutions - best criticism of  the bad is the practice of  the better
◆ Funding and strategizing movements so that the final legislative pieces are inevitable

● The foundational organizing work way before the legislative and “hard”
political counting of  votes
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https://www.npr.org/transcripts/970292302
https://www.npr.org/transcripts/970292302
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wpOmetOHzKtx6f6hWSMDyh9uM49XDSkp/view?usp=sharing
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/263314.Love_in_Action?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=nBAN8Ij6iW&rank=14
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/9019721-change-of-heart?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=nBAN8Ij6iW&rank=5
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/104946.We_Make_the_Road_by_Walking?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=nBAN8Ij6iW&rank=2
https://ayni.institute/movementecology/


➔ Matrix of personal/inner, civic/organizational (kinship, accompaniment, and proximity too),
cultural, and political/legal/social change
◆ Citizens, not consumers

➔ Everyone can do the top two: personal change and community participation
(accompaniment)
◆ And those who do the bottom two of  narrative and political change need the first

two of  inner development and proximity to not get disconnected
◆ Cultural and political change are harder and more long-term and require a grounding

in the first two
◆ Also, from the Christian perspective we’re not supposed to ask or expect impact
◆ “So no matter how singularly focused we may be on our worthy goals of  peace,

justice, and equality, they actually can’t happen without an undergirding sense that we
belong to each other. Seek first the kinship of  God, then watch what happens.”

● Boyle, Gregory. Barking to the Choir: The Power of  Radical Kinship (pp.
202). Simon & Schuster. Kindle Edition.

◆ “Christians may need to get used to the idea of  measuring significance by something
other than money, fame, and power. No one ever said the fruit of  the Spirit is
relevance or impact or even revival. The fruit of  the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control—the sort of
stuff  that, let’s face it, doesn’t always sell.”

● Rachel Held Evans, Searching for Sunday: Loving, Leaving, and Finding the
Church, pg. 112, loc. 1665. Kindle Edition

● Playing off  of  Galatians 5
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https://www.innerworkforsocialchange.org/the-case-for-inner-work
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